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Bestselling Shifter/Vampire Novel.Series reading order - 1#Chosen by the Vampire Kings 2#Stolen

by the Alpha Wolf 3#Unlikely Mates 4#Awakened by the Vampire Prince 5#Mated to the Vampire

Kings 6#Wolf Whisperer (Novella) 7#Wanted by the Elven KingAlthough this can be read as a stand

alone, please start with Chosen by the Vampire Kings for the most enjoyment.The arrogant vampire

kings have always proclaimed themselves to be the rulers of all the non-humans making war

between the species inevitable. In order to win, it is imperative that the shifters steal the chosen

human female. The alpha wolf will take her for himself thus weakening the position of the bastard

kings. No heirs means no future for the vampires.Something Ward didn't bank on was that the

yellow bellied elves would turn tail forcing the wolves to flee or face defeat.In desperation, one of

Ward's pack members grabs a female vampire taking her with him to the wolvesÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ hideout

deep in the mountains. The alpha is forced to take responsibility of the female until the dust

settles...there are things that she may not find out about the shifters...things that would put them at

further disadvantage against the vampires. In a few short days heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll take her back to

Sweetwater himself. It soon becomes clear that being in such close proximity to this refined,

delicately beautiful creature is pure torture. A few days suddenly feels like a lifetime. How he longs

to be able to get under her skin and make her lose a little bit of that ironclad control sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

so desperate to hold onto. It doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t help that some of the shifters want her dead whilst

others wouldnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t mind taking her for themselves. Shifter females are in short

supply.Stephany watches how her estranged mate is struck with arrow after silver tipped arrow

while she is dragged away by one of the enemy. Lance falls to his knees, dying from his wounds,

just as Stephany is knocked unconscious. After accidentally mating Lance twenty years ago, she

has remained celibate ever since. So long that she no longer even craves the touch of another, so

long she doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t even go into heat anymore. Forced to remain at the alphas side, her

resolve is sorely tested. Suddenly she's feeling things she shouldn't be feeling, her own body is

betraying her in worst of ways. She needs to stay strong. Especially since Ward is a wolf and she a

vampire...sworn enemies. The Story Contains strong sexual themes/language and is not intended

for readers under the age of 18.
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Excellent....Excellent...Excellent! This story hit all the right notes. Nothing was spared. Charlene has

joined the ranks of Nalini, Gena, Kressley and Julia.

Omg! I really don't know how I started reading this series of books but I loved them! I got totally

sucked in with the first book Chosen by the Vampire kings and could not put the books down until I

finished the last book. Now I am waiting for the next book!!!

All I can say is I'm glad  recommends books based on your previously purchased books. I stumbled

on the 1st book because of liking to read sy-fy Vampire romance along with historical romance. I'm

disabled and reading helps take me away. This book was hot and steamy although not quite as

much as the first. I loved how the plot twisted and kept my eyes glued to the next

word...sentence....etc. Wonderful storyline!Can't wait to read more of Hartnadys' books.

I really am enjoying this series . I been unable to find accidental theft or determined theft. I am stuck

and missing parts of the story, this is driving me crazy. How can I get these books?

Good story
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This is the second story of this series and it was fantastic. Although the"Kings" in this one were NOT

the total good guys as in book 1!!! Anyway the plot had a lot of twists and turns. I thoroughly enjoyed

the ending though but don't want to give it away so I'll leave it at that.

Loved the whole series now I'm reading the Program's.
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